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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
QDI Stone Grip reduces slip and fall hazards on the smooth and slippery stone surfaces.
QDI Stone Grip anti Slip treatment is applicable for slippery dry or wet stone floors like, marble, granite, quartz,
polished slabs terrazzo, terracotta, laterite, quarry tile, glazed brick, unsealed concrete & other mineral surfaces.
EFFECTIVENESS
QDI Stone Grip increases the co efficient of friction of the floor when it comes in contact with water / and or any
type of moisture. However, the product can never completely exclude the possibility of people slipping in certain
conditions.
2 year effective life is indicated and applies only if the product is applied and maintained as recommended by us.
QDI Stone Grip is not suitable for substrates that are not structurally sound or stable.
It is also not suitable for eliminating slipperiness due to oily or greasy substances.
IMPORTANT
Caution: Product suitability should be checked by first testing on a small inconspicuous area. When applied to
polished or glazed surfaces there will be a loss of gloss depending on the quality / hardness of the Stones.
Due to the nature of the product, avoid contact with metal, painted or lacquered surfaces. If this does occur,
immediately wash off with water. Staining on metallic surfaces may occur. DO NOT USE ON METALS. Our
instructions on this DS must be read and strictly observed before use!
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Easy to use single pack product.
Coverage: Approx. 35 – 40 m2 per liter. (Depending upon marble porosity)
Quick to apply and treats the surface within 2 hours of application.
Low odour.
Nonflammable.
It may be used indoors and outdoors.

TECHNICAL DATA
Density
Coverage rate per liter
Flammability
Application
Dilution
Storage
Slip Test

Clear Liquid / 1.02
35 – 40 m2
Nonflammable
Internal / External
Not recommended
Keep container tightly closed / below 30˚C
ASM825A recommended
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TESTING AND APPLICATION
1. The product is suitable for all types of natural Stones like marbles, granite etc.
2. It is very important before applying the product: First treat a small area so as to test the effect on the
specific floor that is to be treated. This is because in some cases, the shine of the floor may be somewhat
diminish.
3. If QDI Stone Grip is applied to a black or dark marble or granite, the stone may show a white bloom
(This is known as the whitening effect. This disappears after a few weeks with maintenance / cleaning of
the floor with a good degreaser.
4. Never apply QDI Stone Grip to a stone which has just been laid or installed. Leave a minimum of seven
days before application.
5. Treat a maximum of 100 m2 at a time. For larger areas divide the floor into 100 m2 sections.
6. Never allow it to drip on the floor. If this happens repeat the application process again from the beginning
following the instructions for use. This also applies if footprints are accidently left on a floor undergoing
the treatment.
MAINTEENENCE AFTER TREATMENT
Once treated the floor must be clean with a good degreaser (soap free) cleaning agent. (The FSI Step 4 degreaser
is a recommended product for this)
Always avoid the use of product containing soap. This may diminish the effect of the product.
DISCLAIMER
The consumer uses / orders the product on his/her own risk. In event of incorrect use and or failure to observe or
follow the instructions & warnings on this DS, (which will be given to the customer before the works begin) the
manufacturer / or supplier is not liable
The information in this DS is based on our experience and reports from customer’s feedback. There are many
factors outside our control or knowledge which affect the use and performance of our products, for which reason
is given.

